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Abstract

The development of information infrastructures for international trade to improve supply chain visibility and security has gained momentum due to technological advances. An information infrastructure is a shared, open, and evolving assemblage of interlinked information systems providing distinct information technology capabilities. Examples of information infrastructures are the internet, electronic market places and music platforms. Information infrastructures can be highly beneficial as shown by the aforementioned examples, yet often fail to deliver expected benefits. This research focuses on the cultivation of information infrastructures which refers to a softer, less disruptive design approach compared to traditional design approaches in which systems are defined through specified functional requirements within strict boundaries. Drawing on different stakeholder views within a European Union project for international trade, this research provides a taxonomy of twelve cultivation challenges and four engagement reasons one can expect in the design phase of information infrastructures. Organizational theory is used to discuss underlying explanations. The paper concludes that the cultivation of an information infrastructure for international trade could be highly rewarding, yet is a challenging and long-lasting endeavor which requires multi-disciplinary expertise. Practitioners can use the insights provided by this research to increase their understanding of information infrastructure cultivation to ultimately increase adoption rates.
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1 Introduction

In an increasingly intertwined world economy, the global supply chain has become progressively complex “to a point where clear visibility is masked from those who need to know what is going on” [25], p. 3. Global supply chain systems are characterized by a multitude of public and private organizations such as freight forwarders, port authorities, customs, and terminal operators who collaborate to achieve the objective of transporting goods from sellers to buyers [37]. Due to technological advances a growing trend for organizations is to create external linkages and share information in order to gain increased visibility of supply chains [4]. Over the years many initiatives for the development of information infrastructures (IIs) for international trade emerged to improve supply chain visibility and security [4], [24], [25]. These IIs for international trade are specific in nature due to, for example, cross-border differences in legislation.

An II is “a shared, open, heterogeneous and evolving socio-technical system of Information Technology (IT) capabilities” [22], p. 1. IIs vary in scale, functionality and scope with examples such as the internet, electronic market places, operating systems, music platforms, mobile application platforms, movie platforms, and music platforms [22]-[49]. In the global supply chain IIs mainly revolve around Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) or eXtensible Markup Language (XML) networks enabling data sharing between public and private organizations (the electronic data pipelines of [25], [31].

IIs can be highly beneficial for individuals, organizations, and societies as shown by aforementioned examples such as the internet. However, many II initiatives fail to deliver expected benefits [22]. The global supply chain is no exception; in the past decades a plethora of initiatives to develop IIs for international trade have emerged to achieve collaboration [3], yet “there is a fairly widespread belief that few firms have truly capitalized on [their] potential” [35], p. 237. “Collaboration arguably has the most disappointing track record of the various supply chain management strategies introduced to date” [42], p. 24. Although individual success stories with supply chain collaboration are reported in various industries, “mainstream implementation within these industries has been much less prominent than expected” [26], p. 170. Consequently, fragmented and inaccurate supply chain information remains a problem for many private and public organizations [25], [29].

This research focuses on the cultivation of IIs which refers to a softer, less disruptive design approach compared to traditional design approaches in which systems are defined through specified functional requirements within strict boundaries. Literature presents many challenges that are encountered in the cultivation of IIs such as the bootstrap and adaptability problems of Hanseth and Lyttinen [22]. Challenges regarding IIs for international trade are also found, e.g. challenges relating to trust, power, and dependence [34]. Literature provides various reasons for engagement in IIs too such as unleashing generativity in terms of Tilson et al. [49]. Reasons to engage in IIs for international trade are mentioned as well, e.g. visibility as the holy grail [26]. However, a taxonomy of II challenges and engagement reasons from the viewpoint of different types of stakeholders in the international trade domain is missing. Insight from diverse stakeholders is important since II cultivation revolves around stakeholder mobilization [1], [4].

This paper presents a taxonomy of challenges that are encountered in the cultivation of IIs for international trade as well as a taxonomy of engagement reasons in IIs for international trade. Results are obtained from a stakeholder analysis that is conducted as part of an European Union project for international trade [17]. Hence, viewpoints from different types of stakeholders are provided: supply chain businesses, governments, IT providers, and research partners. Organizational theory is used to provide underlying explanations.

On an academic level the identified challenges and engagement reasons can be used as components for a design theory for II cultivation, adding to the work of Hanseth and Lyttinen [22] and Grisot et al. [21]. A design theory is the body of knowledge that practitioners require to construct an artifact, specifying design knowledge “so that it can be communicated, justified, and developed cumulatively” [20], p. 312. On a practical level the results of this research are relevant for professionals involved in the design and cultivation of IIs.

This paper is structured as follows. First background information regarding IIs and cultivation is given. Hereafter the method of this research is presented. Then the results are included being a taxonomy of challenges and a taxonomy of engagement reasons of an II for international trade. Next organizational theory is used to provide explanations. Finally, results are discussed and conclusions and limitations are presented.

2 Background: Information Infrastructures and Cultivation

In the information systems research community a shift in focus “from discrete information systems towards evolving assemblages of interlinked systems” is noticed [36], p. ii. These assemblages of interlinked systems are called information infrastructures (IIs). IIs cater to generativity, trusting members to invent new uses along the way [2], [49]. “An essential characteristic of infrastructures is that they are used by many different users, with the usage evolving over time, as may the type of users” [27], p. 233.
A central theme in the II research field is cultivation [21]. Cultivation refers to the design phase of IIs and is defined as “a softer, less disruptive approach compared to more radical methods for organizational change” [6], p. 1. Cultivation seems a proper metaphor for IIs since they evolve ‘organically’ over time. II cultivation introduces different complexities compared to the design of for example an administrative information system. Traditional design approaches in which systems are defined through specified functional requirements within strict boundaries are not appropriate for IIs [49]. Grisot et al. argue that “successful infrastructure innovations are based on a cultivation strategy addressing specific users’ needs, usefulness, and evolutionary growth” [21], p. 197.

Figure 1: An II for international trade overseas (based on the data pipeline concept of [25] adapted from [31])

An II for international trade provides distinct IT capabilities to supply chain organizations with the objective to improve supply chain visibility and security [25], [4]. Figure 1 provides an example of an II for international trade overseas based on the electronic data pipeline concept of Hesketh [25]. The figure shows that (source) data from container security devices and supply chain partners can be shared within an II for international trade that is composed of interoperable IT systems used by various collaborating businesses and governments. The premise is that sharing better quality data could potentially lead to improved supply chain visibility, risk analysis, and resilience [25], [48].

3 Method

This interpretive research aims to provide in-depth insight into “the complex world of lived experience from the point of view of those who live it” [44], p. 118, following an inductive approach. In this research, an online questionnaire was sent to members of an EU-project for international trade who were involved in the cultivation of IIs. 20 members responded (see Table 1), based on which a taxonomy of challenges and engagement reasons was derived.

Taxonomies originated in biology and deal with “the classification of living things” [8], p. 17. This paper presents corporate taxonomies regarding an II for international trade, which “may be viewed as a conceptual map […] that can assist every business activity” [46], p. 94, categorizing phenomena of interest for organizations [19], p. 619. Following the work of Knol, Janssen and Sol [30], Rowley [41], and Pan [38], the questionnaire was structured as follows. First, a number of demographic questions were asked with the objective to identify the stakeholder types. Hereafter seven aspects of the II for international trade were presented that were key in the EU project: 1) security technologies such as container security devices, 2) interoperability by connecting information systems, 3) supply chain visibility, 4) supply chain resilience, 5) supply chain risk management, 6) system based supervision, and 7) coordinated border management. For each aspect the stakeholders were asked to: 1) describe how the aspect could be applied in the supply chain trade lanes they were involved in, and 2) fill in their interests, concerns, and levels of enthusiasm (ranging from high resistance to very enthusiastic).

The taxonomy of challenges in this paper presents 12 challenges derived from 105 concerns expressed by 18 stakeholders. The taxonomy of engagement reasons presents 4 reasons derived from 107 interests expressed by 19 stakeholders. In this paper each challenge and engagement reason is explained and related to the II and supply chain management literature. In addition, underlying explanations are presented using organizational theory and several insights are discussed.
4 Taxonomy of II Cultivation Challenges

This section presents various challenges regarding the cultivation of an II for international trade that are derived from stakeholder concerns. First the taxonomy is presented in Table 2. Hereafter each challenge is explained including exemplary stakeholder quotations.

Table 2: Taxonomy of challenges regarding the cultivation of an II for international trade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Stakeholder mobilization</td>
<td>Resistance (e.g. due to sharing of commercially sensitive data, collaboration, trust)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Governance agreements</td>
<td>Agree on governance aspects such as data ownership, data sharing, data storage, mandatory use, legal repercussions in case of misuse, responsibilities, starting from scratch or building on existing systems, and who is paying for what</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>Investment costs, operational costs, return on investments, business model</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Process reengineering</td>
<td>The redesign of existing business / governmental processes to achieve efficient and effective transactions using the II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision support and Risk Management</td>
<td>Complex risk analysis</td>
<td>How to use the data within the II for effective risk analysis and decision making</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Interoperability, data standards</td>
<td>Connect information systems within the II using specified data standards</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>Difficulties in connecting to the II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Difficulties in creating easy-to-use and usable software (e.g. dashboards) based on data within the II</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Data quality</td>
<td>The quality of data that is shared within the II in terms of accuracy and reliability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data redundancy</td>
<td>By combining multiple data sources within an II there is a risk of data redundancy. Redundant data could be useful however, e.g. enabling cross-verification to improve risk analysis</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Legal burdens</td>
<td>Legal hurdles such as public-private data sharing and EU inspection rates</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Criminal exploitation</td>
<td>How to avoid criminal exploitation when sensitive data within the II could be hacked and risk analysis is based on II data</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*B = business (n=6), G = government (n=5), IT = IT provider (n=5), A = advisor (n=2)

4.1 Stakeholder Mobilization

A stakeholder is defined as an individual or group who can affect or is affected by an organizational goal which for this research is the cultivation of an II [17], [43]. “Simply put, a stakeholder has an interest (stake) in a goal” [30], p. 2467. Stakeholder mobilization is recognized as a core challenge for II cultivation and revolves around “organizing, mobilizing and coordinating multiple independent stakeholders” [1], p. 164. Stakeholder mobilization is about dealing with resistance and achieving collaboration and trust among a diverse and evolving set of stakeholders who are partaking in the cultivation of IIIs. Matopoulos et al. [34] mention that trust is a critical element for the establishment and maintenance of supply chain collaboration.
As shown in Table 2, stakeholder mobilization is a frequently mentioned challenge by the four stakeholder groups, explained with quotations such as: “private and public entities need to find ways to cooperate in a much better way to shield the common interest on supply chain security (government stakeholder) and the tricky part of the discussion concerns the content i.e. organized trust and mutual respect for each other’s interests [which] mainly concerns not a technological standard (government stakeholder).

4.2 Governance Agreements

“Governance refers to the solutions that individuals and organizations devise for problems of coordination [and is] commonly reserved for the more strategic choices” [33], p. 164. A necessity to make governance agreements regarding the II for international trade is mentioned frequently by the diverse stakeholders who filled in the online questionnaire.

The stakeholders referred to a number of governance aspects regarding an II for international trade: data ownership, data sharing, data storage, mandatory use, legal repercussions in case of misuse, responsibilities, starting from scratch or building on existing systems, and who is paying for what. Exemplary quotations are: define separated responsibilities and clear lines of demarcation (government stakeholder), which information am I sharing? With whom? […] Who can access the data? (IT provider), opportunistic behavior; it is nice to trust a company that is part of [a] trusted trade-lane, but the stakes are high […] what happens in case of misuse of trust? What are the legal repercussions? (advisor), and an important issue is who should pay for the application of these new technologies (business stakeholder).

4.3 Costs

Financial concerns regarding an II for international trade were frequently expressed by the stakeholders. This aspect is also recognized by Henningsson et al: “barriers to overcome […] includes the total cost of IT investments, but perhaps more significantly there is the inequitable distribution of cost vs. return on investments across partners of varying sizes”[24], p. 13.

The stakeholders expressed their financial concerns with quotations such as: the most important concern is the cost of the technologies especially in relation with low value goods (business stakeholder), total amount of investments […] balance in costs and benefits (government stakeholder), and increasing costs of communication (IT provider). In addition, business models for stakeholders partaking in the II for international trade were mentioned: identify the right business model process to enable sustainable information sharing (IT provider) and appropriate business models for both the ones providing the visibility service and the one receiving the service (IT provider).

4.4 Process Reengineering

Business process reengineering or business process management “includes methods, techniques, and tools to support the design, enactment, management, and analysis of operational business processes” [51], p. 1. Davenport and Stoddard argue that business process reengineering is challenging: “expectations frequently go unfulfilled, and frustrations that we must be doing it the wrong way contribute to the failure of many promising reengineering efforts” [12], p. 121.

Process reengineering challenges are recognized in the international trade domain as well. Redesigning business and governmental processes to achieve efficient and effective transactions using an II for international trade seems easier said than done. A stakeholder mentioned: our main concern is about the time we need for having all this done […] too many […] different routines have to be aligned to achieve the main goal (IT provider). Other stakeholders expressed process reengineering concerns regarding the usage of smart technologies such as container security devices: disturbance of logistics processes (advisor), administrative and logistics burdens (repositioning, finding them in the ports etc.) (business stakeholder), and reverse logistics […] practical issues (IT provider).

4.5 Complex Risk Analysis

Increased availability of data in the II for international trade opens up possibilities for stakeholders to improve their risk analysis and decision making processes. A challenge is, however, that it is not clear how to use the data within the II for effective risk analysis and decision making.

The stakeholders expressed this challenge as follows: we have yet to prove the mechanism for taking data from the pipelines and into the regulatory agencies (government stakeholder), [risk analysis] can become very complex, not all elements might be available to generate the alerts (IT provider), and [our] main concern is to identify and weigh properly the risks always meeting a compromise solution (business stakeholder).
4.6 Interoperability, Data Standards

Interoperability is defined as “the ability for two systems to understand one another and to use functionality of one another [and] is considered as significant if the interactions can take place at least on three different levels: data, services and processes” [9], p. 648. Examples of data standards that enable interoperability are EDI and XML [40].

IIs for international trade are envisioned as “evolving assemblages of interlinked systems” [36], p. ii. Establishing these interlinked assemblages using specified data standards is challenging, however. The stakeholders expressed a number of concerns relating to interoperability and data standards such as: management systems have to be connected with each other so organizations have all data available (IT provider), close technology not interoperable utilized (business stakeholder), different standards (government stakeholder), too many interconnections (business stakeholder), and connection with the ecosystem [...] how can I connect/disconnect? (IT provider).

4.7 Connectivity

Connectivity to an II for international trade can pose difficulties. A stakeholder mentioned that internet has to be available on the control site for enforcement agencies or they have to contact a colleague who has access to the system (IT provider). In addition, connectivity problems can occur when sensors break down: immediate information when data sensor is broken (IT provider).

4.8 Software

Data within an II for international trade can be presented and visualized using software (programs) such as dashboards. However, creating easy-to-use dashboards showing useful information [13] can be challenging as expressed by a stakeholder: is access by a dashboard possible? (government stakeholder).

4.9 Data Quality

Data that is shared within an II for international trade needs to be of sufficient quality to enable for example meaningful risk analysis [29]. Dimensions of data quality include among others accuracy, reliability, completeness, consistency, and timeliness [52]. A stakeholder expressed the following regarding data quality: a very important concern is accuracy and reliability of the data shared (business stakeholder).

4.10 Data Redundancy

By combining multiple data sources within an II for international trade there is a risk of data redundancy (duplications) as expressed by a stakeholder: risk of data redundancy (government stakeholder). It could be debated whether data redundancy is a challenge, however. Using multiple data sources could, for example, enable cross-verification and improve the quality of risk analysis. Jüttner and Maklan mention that redundancy is used as a strategy “aimed at preventing disruptions of supply chain operations through redundant tangible (e.g. transport or production capacities) or intangible (e.g. processes, skills) resources” [28], p. 251.

4.11 Legal Burdens

Legislation can pose problems in the cultivation of an II for international trade in that they can obstruct changes in work practices. For example, phytosanitary agencies have to adhere to a minimum amount of physical inspections which means that improved risk analysis based on data within an II for international trade does not necessarily mean a reduction of inspections for them: from the first hearings, it is clear that the phytosanitary agencies have much less room to maneuver than Dutch customs do. They must follow EU policies regarding inspection rates. (advisor). Other stakeholders expressed the following regarding legal burdens: legal barriers have to be identified and overcome (government stakeholder) and different governments have different laws and interpretations of the law (IT provider).

4.12 Criminal Exploitation

Data is prone to being hacked when all data, including commercially sensitive data, is available within an II. This could for example lead to supply chain flow counterfeit. The stakeholders mentioned the following concerns related to security: privacy protection (government stakeholder), interoperability could create privacy concerns (business stakeholder), risks of incidents such as flow counterfeit, piracy, smuggling (business stakeholder), and resilience against cyberattacks must be ensured (advisor). Furthermore, a stakeholder pointed out that tampering with security technologies such as container security devices opens up ways for criminal exploitation: tampering in intermodal business (business stakeholder). Another stakeholder stated that risk analysis solely based on II data does not suffice: criminal activities still need to be detected (advisor).
4.13 Synthesis of Findings

In short, the results of this research clarify that II cultivation in the international trade domain is challenging. Managers need to account for diverse stakeholder considerations, evolutionary growth versus governance agreements, return on investments and business models, process reengineering, technological aspects, legal aspects, and security aspects. A multidisciplinary approach is therefore recommended to account for the diverse socio-technical challenges identified in this research.

5 Taxonomy of II Reasons for Engagement

This section presents a number of reasons for engagement in an II for international trade as expressed by various stakeholders. First the taxonomy is presented in Table 3. Hereafter each interest is explained including exemplary stakeholder quotations.

Table 3: Taxonomy of reasons for engagement in an II for international trade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Improved data availability</td>
<td>Availability of better quality (real time, source) supply chain data within the II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibility</td>
<td>Improved supply chain visibility</td>
<td>The extent to which stakeholders within a supply chain have access to or share information within the II to better achieve their goals (efficiency, effectiveness)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Improved risk analysis and security</td>
<td>Enhanced risk analysis by governments based on data shared within the II which could increase security and lead to a lower number of inspections for compliant businesses (trusted traders)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>Improved SC resilience</td>
<td>An improved ability of a supply chain to recover from unavoidable risk events / disturbances using data that is shared within the II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*B = business (n=8), G = government (n=5), IT = IT provider (n=5), A = advisor (n=1)

5.1 Improved Data Availability

Improved availability of data shared within an II is mentioned by several stakeholders as a reason for engagement. Quotations include: data capture at the source and input to the pipeline for data exchange between businesses, port community systems and customs organizations (business stakeholder), interest is in better quality, real time data (government stakeholder), and data platform - exchange of data between various operators in the transport chain and authorities (business stakeholder). The real time data aspect is in line with the timeliness dimension of data quality of Wand and Wang [52].

5.2 Improved Supply Chain Visibility

Visibility refers to the capability of “being perceived by the eye or mind” [28], p. 248. Supply chain visibility is defined as “the extent to which actors within a supply chain have access to or share information which they consider as key or useful to their operations and which they consider will be of mutual benefit” [4], p. 1230. More specifically, supply chain visibility is “the identity, location and status of entities transiting the supply chain, captured in timely messages about events, along with the planned and actual dates/times for these events” [16], p. 182. The concept is considered as a holy grail [26], for example for avoiding bullwhip effects [32]-[10]. Supply chain visibility can be the outcome of information sharing within an II for international trade and “could lead to an improved operational performance of a supply chain” [4], p. 1230. Supply chain visibility as the effect of information sharing within an II could improve an organization’s efficiency and effectiveness (doing things right and doing the right things in terms of [15]).

Stakeholder quotations include: using the pipeline to capture and display the data to businesses and customs with accurate data on the whereabouts of containers in the supply chain, transshipments and alerts to enhance visibility (business stakeholder), supply chain visibility from data pipelines will allow the relevant supply chain parties to have access to relevant information which will help them to attain their business objectives (government stakeholder), more certainty about status and inspections (advisor), combining carrier, forwarder and other data sources provides good visibility (IT provider), and our main interest is to count on a whole dashboard system which can give us a wide visibility and decision power (business stakeholder).
5.3 Improved Risk Analysis and Security

Increased availability of data in the II for international trade opens up possibilities for stakeholders to improve their risk analysis and decision making processes. Tan et al. [48] introduced the piggybacking principle which proposes that governmental inspection authorities re-use business supply chain source data for risk analysis. Improved risk analysis could lead to increased security of supply chains as well as a decrease of physical inspections by customs for compliant businesses who can show they are in control of their business ([trusted traders in terms of [24]).

Stakeholder quotations include: better quality data from commercial data pipelines allows customs and border agencies to assess risks earlier and to a higher standard (government stakeholder), the pipeline will see a reduction in supply chain disturbances, for example physical container inspection at the border could be dramatically reduced with visibility and accuracy of the data describing what is in the box and data on trusted traders, allowing for containers to be put through without inspection (business stakeholder), Dutch customs can recognize the efforts of their Colombian / Kenyan counterparts […] in principle the number of inspections on the Dutch side could be reduced (advisor), early warning/detection of criminal activity (government stakeholder). Some stakeholders referred to the aforementioned trusted trader concept: better quality data enhances compliance and risk assessment and the relationship between importer/exporter and customs […] the identification of complaint companies allows them to be de-risked and more effort placed on the non-compliant (government stakeholder) and shift the focus of the law enforcement to the exceptions to the rule (government stakeholder).

5.4 Improved Supply Chain Resilience

"The core concept of resilience is related to the ability of a system to return to a stable state after disruption" [47], p. 11. Jüttner and Maklan [28] provide four resilience capabilities: flexibility (sense change and adapt to change), velocity (the speed of adaptation), visibility (know what is going on, picking up the right signals), and collaboration (stakeholders willingness to share information). The sharing of high quality supply chain data within an II could enhance these four capabilities and as such improve supply chain resilience.

Several stakeholders provided quotations that relate to their interest in supply chain resilience using the II for international trade, among others being: supply chain resilience is very important to quickly recover to common situation from disruptions (business stakeholder) and having data from the tracking and tracing technologies will result in having useful information that allows operators to take immediate actions when an abnormal event occurs (IT provider).

5.5 Synthesis of Findings

In summary, the results of this research show that many stakeholders have an interest in an II for international trade. Their reasons for engagement are founded in the availability of better quality supply chain data to improve visibility, risk analysis and security, as well as resilience.

6 Discussion

This section discusses how the II cultivation challenges and engagement reasons relate to organizational theory. In addition a paradox of control and a decreased resource dependence engagement reason are discussed.

6.1 Organizational Theory

Ulrich and Barney [50] distinguish between a resource dependence, efficiency, and population perspective which relate to the II cultivation challenges and engagement reasons that are identified in this research.

First, in the resource dependence perspective organizations aim to maximize their power by “altering their structure and patterns of behavior to acquire and maintain needed external resources” [50], p. 472. This relates to the resource dependency theory of Pfeffer and Salancik [39] viewing organizations as coalitions that aim to decrease their resource dependence on other organizations and increase the dependence of others on them [11]-[18]. In addition this perspective relates to the stakeholder theory of Freeman [17] which states that stakeholder support is required “to create and sustain winning coalitions” [7], p. 23. The challenge to mobilize stakeholders in the cultivation of an II, which is about dealing with resistance and achieving collaboration and trust, relates to the resource dependence perspective. II cultivation can distort existing power and dependence relationships which is why stakeholders can resist cultivation. For example, a trader can resist cultivation, because sharing commercially sensitive data within an II can decrease the resource dependence of others on them. And an IT provider who will maintain an II for international trade could support cultivation due to an increase of the resource dependence of others on them.
Second, in the efficiency perspective “successful organizations are those that are able to manage their transactions efficiently” [50], p. 473. A related theory is the transaction cost theory of Williamson [53] which proposes that organizations aim to minimize their transaction and production costs to achieve efficiency. The efficiency perspective is directly reflected in the cost challenge identified in this research in which a stakeholder pointed out that the usage of container security devices within an II will increase costs of communication (IT provider). Many other identified challenges in this research also relate to the efficiency perspective since they predominantly revolve around difficulties in achieving efficiency using an II (doing things right in terms of [15]). The challenges of process reengineering, complex risk analysis, interoperability and data standards, connectivity, software, data quality, legal burdens, and criminal exploitation all pose hurdles to achieve efficiency using an II. In addition, all engagement reasons that are identified in this research predominantly relate to the efficiency perspective. Improved data availability, supply chain visibility, risk analysis and security, and supply chain resilience support a more efficient way of working using an II for international trade.

Third, “if power maximization defines organizational success in the resource dependence perspective and if efficiency plays the same role for the efficiency perspective, then organizational success in the population perspective can be defined as survival” [50], p. 474. An aspect to consider when talking about survival is luck. “Because the selection pressures in an environment are essentially unpredictable and the strategies of successful firms are only partially subject to imitation, firms and populations of firms that are selected for may, in fact, simply be lucky” [50], p. 475. This relates to contingency theory which states that organizational survival is dependent (contingent) on an organization’s environment and that adaptation to the environment is essential [14]-[45]. In addition, the cultivation and evolutionary growth aspects of IIs relate to the population perspective. It can be argued that the governance challenges identified in this research predominantly relate to the population perspective, since agreements on how to govern an II for international trade are necessary to allow for II cultivation and evolutionary growth. Further, the interoperability and data standards challenge relates to the population perspective in that the challenge can be caused by non-interoperable legacy systems that have emerged ‘organically’ over the years. Legacy systems are “large software systems that we don't know how to cope with but that are vital to our organization [and they are typically] written in assembly or an early version of a third-generation language” [5], p. 19. It is a challenge to achieve interoperability among legacy systems, since they usually do not adhere to modern data standards. Finally, it could also be argued that the engagement reasons identified in this research relate to the population perspective, since improved supply chain visibility, resilience, and risk analysis and security using an II for international trade could lead to long-term survival for organizations.

To conclude, the three theoretical perspectives of Ulrich and Barney [50] provide deeper insight into why challenges are encountered in the cultivation of IIs for international trade and why stakeholders engage in these IIs. The resource dependency perspective explains that resistance is posed during II cultivation due to distorted power and dependence relationships, therefore relating to the stakeholder mobilization challenge. The efficiency perspective explains that organizations aim to minimize production and transaction costs and therefore relates to challenges such as costs and process reengineering as well as engagement reasons such as improved visibility and risk analysis. The population perspective explains that organizations aim for long-term survival in changing environments which relates to the cultivation and evolutionary growth aspects of IIs. The population perspective for example relates to challenges in making governance agreements to allow for cultivation.

6.2 Paradox of Control

The identified challenge to make II governance agreements on aspects such as data ownership, data sharing, mandatory usage, and legal repercussions in case of misuse seems to contradict with allowing for II cultivation that will evolve ‘organically’ over time. The question is whether the managerial quest for control and governance in order to avoid chaos will foster or block II cultivation. This relates to the paradox of control phenomenon of Tilson et al. which is explained by “oppositional logics around centralized and distributed control [resulting in a] paradox of both more and less control” [49], p. 754. Aanestad and Jensen [1] argue that even though a vision is necessary to kick-start an II transformation process, II cultivation requires an incremental and iterative process that unfolds over many years.

Henningsson et al. state that regarding the cultivation of an II for international trade “a significant part of the infrastructural change process involved organizational rather than technological issues” [24], p. 12. Aanestad and Jensen argue that in realizing nation-wide IIs for healthcare […] large-scale and long-term stakeholder mobilization is a core challenge” [1], p. 174. These observations are in line with the results of this research showing that stakeholder mobilization is key. A sole focus on mobilizing stakeholders and dealing with distorted power and resource dependence relationships when cultivating IIs does not seem enough, however. This research shows that financial aspects, governance agreements, and process reengineering are core challenges as well.

6.3 Resource Dependence

The core reasons to engage in IIs for international trade are improved supply chain visibility, risk analysis, and security which is in line with the literature (e.g. [25], [26]). Following the resource dependence perspective, an interesting aspect is that improved power or a decreased dependence on others is not mentioned as an engagement
reason in an II for international trade by the stakeholders. II cultivation triggers distortion of existing power and resource dependence relationships which could be advantageous for some as well.

7 Conclusions and Future Research

To conclude, the cultivation of an II for international trade is a challenging and long-lasting endeavor which requires multi-disciplinary expertise and an incremental and iterative cultivation strategy. Key II cultivation challenges to account for are stakeholder mobilization, costs, governance agreements, and process reengineering. Successful cultivation of an II for international trade could be highly rewarding, however, as shown by the key engagement reasons identified in this research which revolve around improved supply chain visibility, risk analysis, and security. Practitioners can use the insights provided by this research to increase their understanding of II cultivation to ultimately increase the adoption rate of IIs.

The identified challenges and engagement reasons can be used as components for a design theory for II cultivation. For future research additional case study material can be useful, since the results of this research are based on limited material provided by 20 respondents. Future research can focus on taking a closer look at individual II cultivation challenges and engagement reasons and related theoretical perspectives. In addition, future research can be dedicated to generalizability, investigating which challenges and engagement reasons are encountered in II cultivation outside the international trade domain. Finally, future research could focus on cultural differences which do not appear as a challenge in this paper, although some of the assertions made (e.g. in principle the number of inspections on the Dutch side could be reduced) could depend on cultural or context-specific issues associated with II partners.
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